i4      HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL
bound to iemain a hybnJ , and, in fact, a btylc suitable for poi-
traymg actual life and repoiting fiction as» if it wcie fact did not
appear till the seventeenth centuiv was middle-aged, *»t a time
when entirely new standaids of hteiary cxpicsbion ueie coming
into usage.
The other gieat obstacle to the a<h ance of the ai t of fiction—the
one indeed which was the root ol all the tiouble—was tin lack of
any definite notion of what a stoiy 01 a no\el should be, what
or where was the essential point by \irtue of which a stor) was a
story and not a meaningless account of chance occuncnces , what
the kind of interest that marked it out for prose nitlui than \eisc,
and what manner of satisfaction it should provide for the reader.
Writers had the vaguest and most confused appiehension of the
problem to be solved ; whether the mam object was the story 01
the moral, the incidents or the picture of life ; truth, insight, lite-
likeness, or strangeness, ingenuity, surprise. As to form, they had
everything to learn ; where to begin, when to conclude , what
to stress, what to leave to the imagination. Hence the value of a
long spell of adventure and experiment 5 hence the still greater
value of the tutelage and discipline afforded by tianblation from
experienced foreigners. That the native assets were for a while
neglected was all to the good; although, ultimately, in the develop-
ment of mere story-telling into something of ampler scope anJ
deeper significance, the native, the popular contubution was to pay
by far the heavier dividends.
For the time being the unwearying labour of a large body of men
on the translation of Italian and other stories was to be of chief
service to the drama. We study Elizabethan collections of talcs
from Bandello and his fellows now, not because they provided
models for English writers of fiction, but because they furnished
plots for famous tragedies. Neither in short story noi in novel did
the Elizabethans pioduce anything of intrinsic and not merely of
historical importance, Piose fiction was not the form of art that
came natural to them. Not a single first-rate author tried his hand
at it, with the sole exception of Sidney, who did not live long
enough to take it seriously. But imagine what might have been
the indirect result had the Puritan opposition succeeded in closing the
theatres half-a-century earlier than it actually did. What would have

